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JNTERIM REPORT ON B!l\ERIAL FOR WROTHAM .AND SUTTON GOLDFIELD 

SUMMARY 

This report describes the progress so far made in the design of 
a FM aerial for the Wrot~~ and Sutton Coldfield stations. 

It is proposed to use an array radiating horizontally polarised 
waves, consisting of slots cut in the surface of a cylindrical structure 
forming the upper part of a stayed mast. The aerial will consist of 
eight stacks, each comprising four rectangular vertical slots equal~ 
spaced r0und the :r;>eriphery of the cylinder. The same structure will 
be used to carry a cantilever top-mast which can be used to support a 
vertically polarised aerial for either FM or television transmissions. 

At Wrotham the mast height will be 500 I; the FM slot aerial and 
feeder system will be completed, but no decision has yet been made as 
'tovmether the top-mast will be erected. ' 

At Sutton Goldfield the mast height will be 750'. The television 
aerial vdll be erected on the top-mast and the slotted cylindrical 
portion of the mast will also be prOVided, but it is not ,intended to 
instal the feeder system in the first place. 

The slot aerial vvill have a mean power gai~ of approximately 8 db. 
,over a single half-wave dipole; the deviation from the mean gain in 
different horizontal directions will not exceed!. I db. The aerial 
will be suitable for ~y frequency in the band 87·5 - 95 Mcls without 
any change in the impedance matching conditions. It can therefore be 
used for three simultaneous transmissions within this, band, each of 
25 kW, provided. that !:lPpropriate combining and filtering circui-ts are 
provided to prevent interaction betvveen the transmitters. The standing
wave ra tic on the transmission line at any point in the frequency band 
is not expected to exceed 1·2 ! 1. The requirement to cover the whole 
of the relatively wide FM band without any change in the matching 
condition has dominated the design of the aerial from the outset. 
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The present position is that a full-scale model of a single stack'of 
the proposed aerial has been erected and satisfactory results obtained. 
The specification of the mast has been approved by the Civil Engineer and 
tenders from mast contractors are now being considered. 

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Conpany have been designated sub
contractors for t~'le installation and e.djustment of the feeder system, and 
are considering the design of a sui table arrangement based on the BBC 
measurements. It may be necessary for the Marconi Company to carry out 
further measurements when the mast design has been finalised. ' The . 
successful mast oontractor is also required to erect four stacks of the 
fina~ aerial for tests by the Marconi Canpany. 

1. DiTRODUCTION - . 
The frequency range of the proposed FM transmissions is 87·5 - 88·5, 

89·5 .. 90-5 l'lIc/s shared with Naval Radar, and 88·5 - 89'5, 90-5 - 95 MC/S 
exclusivelY for broadcasting. In America the existing frequency range 
is 88 -108 Mc/s, arid i~ Was thought desirable to design an aerial to 
cover the complete range from 87.5 to 108 1Ilc/a, but 'With optimUm 
performance in the range 87- 5 to 95 :Mc/s_ 

The choice of polarisation is determined by many factors, including 
propagation characteristics, reflections from aircraft and car ignition 
interference.' A full consideration oi' all these factors is outside the 
scope of 'this report,out it appears that there is no clear-cut superio~it" 
of one polarisation over the other • .At Vrrotham it hl:1.s been decided to 
use horizontal polarisation,' which is commonlY used in America, but it 
will also be possible to accommodate a reletively low gain vertically 
polarised aerial on the cantilever top-mast, if required at a later date. 
At Sutton Coldfield this top-mast will be used to carry the television 
aerial. 

It is proposed eventually to radiate three transmissions in the . e 
FM: band from the same site, each transmitter having a power of approximeteJy 

25 kW. This involves the prOVision of either thxee sepD~ate aerial and 
feeder systems or of a single aerial and feeder system having sufficient 
bandWidth and power handling capacity ,to deal with the three trans~ssions, 
these being,combi~ea. through suitable filters. It appears that, for a 
given overall cost, a single high gain wide-band aerial sys tern ,ViII lay 
down stronger fields than three separate simpler aerials. Although it 
is possible to design an aerial having three separate pass-bands - one 
for each transmission - it is much more satisfactory to make it cover the 
whole of the FM band. B,y so doing the aerial is made less critical to 
adjust, ahd in addition, changes in the operating frequencies can be' 
easily accummodated. ' 
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'\Vi th the bandWidth at present available it is likely that the 
three FM transmissions vvill be spaced about 2,,11c/s apart, which mean~ 
that the aerial must cover a banclwidth of at least 4- MC/s. This 
important requirement has dominated the aerial des~ from the outse~, 
and has excluded from consideration many simple uspot-frequency" " 
arrays of types 'lNhich ar~ in cotnmon use in lll1lcrica • 

.A survey of available information on sui table aerial sys terns 
having b~en made, the following speoification Was formulated:-

(a) Polarisation to be horiz,onta1. 

Cb) Horizontal polar diagram tobe.circular within ± 1 db. 

(0) Vertical polar diagram to be such as to concentrate 
the radiation along the surface of the earth, 
corresponding to a mean power gain of at least 10 db. 
,over an iso'cropic source). i.e. one radiating uniformly 
in all direotions. This isequi valent to a gain of 
approximately 8 db. over a ha1f~~vave dipole ~ the 
direotion of maximurft radiation. 

Throughout this report power gains will always be 
speoified by comparison wi'th an isotropic source. 
The pow~ gain relative to a half-wave dipole in the 
dirt"lction of mrod.:mum radiation is approximately 2 db. 
less than that over the isotropic source. 

(d) The standing-wave ratio to be small over the band 
87·5 - 108 Mc/s, not eX0eeding 1.1 ; lover a band of 
4 Mc/s, particularly in any part of the range 
87·5 to 95 :Mc/s. 

Following the.At1antic City Oonference the 
frequency band has now been restricted to 87'5 ;... 95 :Mc/so, 

(e) Physical construction to be suitable for 'mounting at the 
top of a mast or tower of 500 1 - 700 t / in height, if 
necessary in addition to a television aerial. 

(f) Elements to be suffiCiently strong to' Withstand, and 
electrically tolerant to considerable' ice formation. 
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2. SURVEY OF roSSIBT.iE I~RJ:AL SYSTEMS 

Simple elements stacked vertically on the mast axis give power 
gains approx~,mately proportional ,to the number of elements. However" 
such arrays present serious bandwidth difficulties owing to the 
canplicated feeder, arrangements, ~d; tb the, limited banavvidth of 
sin~e elements. Such systems are extensively employed in ",'\merica 
on masts of relatively small lateral dimensions - examples are the 
(turnstile I, cons is ting of crossed "'A/2 diQo1es in i,phase quadrature t 
and horizontal loops surrounding the mast -:1.; , horizontal 900 'V t aerials 
also have advantt;lges. However, I;?uch arrnngements become clifficul t 
both mechanica:11y;and electrically for power gaip.sof' more than 6' db., 
while their bandwidth'is gcnera1ly adequate for single-frequency 
operation only. ' , 4It 

A1though,it is not considered at present that ~ television 
serVice will be radiated from Wrotham, it remains a possibility; 
moreoVer, for s~tton Coldfield and somef'uture' ,stations it is likely 
that television and,FM "viII be radiated from the :;lame mast. For 
reasons which ca.nri.ot be . considered in this report, it is desirable 
to locate the television aerial at the top of the m,,'l.St. 11.s ,this 
aerial will of'fer considerable windage area, masts of comparatively 
small diameters, similar to those used in .America for F.M aerials, 
ar~ considered impracticable. . 

2.2 Rings of Elements Surrounding Mast 

Rings of elements surrounding a mast covered in a netting screen 
, WoUld. permit the use of a mast of relatively large dimensions. 

Unfortunately,. ring systems cor,lposod of a number of elements driven 
in phase would have a lower power gain than that of the individual 
elements ... the'horizontal dipoles ol;' loops - of 'which they are composed. 
Although progressive phase feeding would overcome this difficulty, it 
would result in great mechanical complication, particularly for a 

. multi stack aerial •.. In addition, the number of elements necessary for 
a uniform horizontal pole-x diagram increases rapidly with the ring 
radius, with a corresponding ihcrease in complexity of the feeder 
system. 

Rings of vertical slots approximc. tely "'A/2 long, 'cut in the surface 
of the mast and excited at the mid-points of their long sides, appear 
preferable for their' simple meohanical construction, the small 
effect~ve radius 'of the elements, the good vertical directi~ty of each 

. element, and fur the greater bandwidth available without massive 
structures. This type appeared to offer many advantages, and 
experimental work on such systems was therefore carried out; this is 
described in Section 5. 
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2.3 Netting Reflectors 

The complexity may be reduced by using a smo..ller number of elements 
whose gain is increased by suitable arrangements of reflecting surfaces. 
For this appli,cationa sui table surface is produceCl by the use of two 
oones vd th axes vertical placed apeJ<l to apex, driven between the apices. 
This type of aerial has a high directivity anu omnidirectional horizontal 
coverage. The theoretical power gains of large hDrns were encouraging -
14 db. for a radius of 6 wavelengtr...s2. However, it was thought that in 
a practical ca8e the horn radius vyould be limited by mechanical " 
considerations to o.bout 25' (2 wavelengths) and no reliable Elethods of 
calculating the power gain of such small homswere available. Estimates 
were made ccnsidering such a horn as seneratec. alJGernatively by the 
rotation of a'corucr reflector3 or a 'V' aerial; both these-methods 
indica-t;ed POWB:;,> gains of about 6 db. for the size of horn contemplated. 
Experiments were, 'therefore, made on a model horn of 2'7\ slant radius, and 
t'l.C results ar0 described in Section 4. 

3. EXPERJlI1ENT.LlL PROCEDURE 

Ovving -to' the 12J.!'g€J, size of the structures under consideration, it 
was decided to develop a technique of polar diagram and :impedance 
measurements on small-scale model aerials, at correspondingly higher 
frequencies. As the frequency: increases, the models become smaller and 
more readily manipulated, but require workrnansh:.p of a high order, while 
the difficulties of generating, detecting, and measuring electrical 
energy incrco.pp.. Consideration of these factors, and of the apparatus 
available as a result of wa~rtime c.evelopments, indicated that the 
frequency band centred on 400 'MC/s would be most sui table, giving scale 
ratios of between four and five '~o one. 

3.1 400 Mcls Pol~ DiaiEam'Measure,rnents 

~ A G.E.C. self-oscillator transmitter, giving an output o~ 50 watts 
at 500 MC/s, was obtained and modified to cover the required frequency 
band. For polar dia,gram measurements, the transmitter is uS,ed in 
conjuncti&n vvith a directional aerial system which is arranged to 

, illuminate ulliforrnly the aerial under test. A corner reflector was 
first used, and later superseded by a pyramidal vr.Lre-netting electromagnetic 
horn of 8 t square mouth, excited by a broad-brold dipole at t he throat. 
Change of polnrisation is effected by rotation of the dipole, without 
appreciable alteration of the polar diagra.'11. This horn gives a power 
gain of 16 db. and thus an effectivc, radiated power of approximately 2Ial. 

With thiF3 power available, it becomes possible to use as receiVer 
an UHF thermocouple connecte<;l at the centre of the ['.erial under test, in 
conjunction with a load carrying DC to a remote microammeter. This 
simple o.rrangement is much superior in constancy bncl accuracy of law to 
any other. 
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The two aerials are mounted at a height of approximately 8 1 above a 
flat field at a separation of 50 - 80 yards. The pealc of the first· 
lobe of the transmitting aerial vertical polar diagram then illuminates 
the centre of the receiving aerial, for either horizontally or vertically 
polarised rad.iation. Reciprocity tests have been carried out to check 
the measuring technique, bY' intercl:1anGing the transmitter ,and receiver; 
good ae;r-eement between the results of these 'bests has been obtained. 

Horizontal pGlar diagrams are measured direotly, by rotating the 
receiving aerial. Vertical polar diagrams are measured by turning the 
receiving aerial to a horizontal position, changing the polarisation of 
the tranSmitting aerial by rotating the exciting dipole, and measuring 
as a horizon tar uiagram. By this means, earth reflection effects are 
aVoided, and the 'free space' vertical polar diaGTam obtained. 
Uniformity of the field over the receiving aerial, and lobe position, is 
checked by means of a small broad-band dipole, crystal,' and mioroarnmeter 
c~nbination mounted at the end of a stick. 

3.2 ,20 Mols Polar Diae;r.?m_and Impedance Measurementl1 

Similar equirment has been set up for the measurement qf polar 
diaerams' in the frequency ranee from 30 to 130 Mo/s. In this case the 
rotatable aerial under test is used for transmission, and fed from a 
100 Watt transmitter of conventional desiGn, through a balru.ced open-wire 
feeder of ~I spacing. Reception is by means of a VHF thermocouple 
mounted at the centre of a dipole sane 50 yaros from the transmitting 
aerial. 

The. transmitting portion of this arrangement is used for the 
determination of aerial impedance by measuremen't; of the standing ... wave 
pattern on the open-wire feeder. A capacity pick-up standing-wave 
indicator which slides along the open~wire feeder has been developed 
(comprisil.g two pick-up Phates, a gennanium crystal, and a physically 
small microammeter), which loads the line with a capacity of less than 
.0.5!J.f,lF ,thus having a negligible disturbing effect. 

Thestanding~vave indicator is also employed to measure successively 
the relative power input to different aerials, thus permitting, in 
conjunction with the thermocouple receiver, direct comparisons of their 
power gains. . 

3.3 400 Mcls Jin.Eedance :Measuroment.e, 

An unbalanced standing-wave indicator has been used for UHF impedance 
measurements. This consists of a 72 ohm slotted coaxial line with a 
move~ble probe and thennocouple. The transmitter referred to in 
Section 3.1 is used as a source of radio frequency pmver, measurements 
being made over the band 340 - 450 Mc/s. 
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The slotted line is connected to the load to be measured through 
a short length of flexibie coaxial cable having a characteristic 
impedance of 72 ohms. The transformation from the unbalanced cable 
to the balanced load, when required, is effected by a q~ter~ve can, 
fitted to the end of the cable, and mounted in the centre of the aerial 
under test. In the case of simple aerials with one feed-point the 
end of the quarter-wave can is connected to the feed"'point, either 
directly or through an impedance-transforming section. For aerials 
with several feed-points (see Section. 5) symmetrical open-wire feeders 
are run from the end: of the can to the feed-points. . 

At first considerable errors in measurement r~sulted from mismatch 
at the junc'tions between the. cable and the slotted line, and at the 
output end of the 'quarter-wave can. During the investigations these 
errors have beGn reg.uccd, by reducing the discontinuity at the junction 
between the cable atld .the slotted line, and by calibration of the system 
as a whole, using lenown reactances. Following these improvements, the 
absolute accuracy 'is believed to be within :!: 15% for standing-wave 
ratios less than 2 : 1. 

Direct cpmparison of the power gain of aerials, e.g. between an 
experimental aerial and a dipole, are made in a manner similar to that 
described in Section }.2.· The aerials under test are fed successively 
wi th power from the slotted coaxial line, which measures the relative 
power inputs. .The radiated fields are compared by means of a 
thermocouple connected to the dipole of the pyramidal ho~. 

4. BICONrG.AL HORN AERIAL 

An extensive series of pelal" diagram measurements on a model horn 
having a slant radius of 271., has been m.ade; a E?mooth niain lobe, with 
no subsidiary lobes, is obtained.· The power. gain is approximately 
6 db., using either horizontal dipoles or vertical slots as exciters of 
horizontally polarised waves, provided that the whole surface of the 
horn is, covered with fine mesh netting. However, even a moderate 

, degree of tskeletonising ' to a structure mechanically practicable for 
the final aerial, reduces the gain by 2 to 3 db. In vievv of this 
somewhat disappoihtingresult, attention was I transferred to stacks 
of slot aerials •. A much greater degree of 'skeletonising'without 
loss, of gain would probably be possible with vertical polarisation. 
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5. ARRAYS OF VERTICAL SLOTS 
I 

5.1 Polar Diagram. Measurements on M~ Aeria).:I:. 

5.1.1 Single Slot in Flat Sh~ 
. I , 

The factors controlling the polar diagrams of rings of slots have 
been determined by study of the simplest arra.ngements, followed by the 
building-up and measurement of more elaborate combinations. 

A vertical slot X/2 long in a flat sheet approxima:tely 2X x X 
gives a vertical polar diagram slightly sharper than that ofaX/2 
vertical dif?ol~ j., the horizontal diagram' i8 a close approximation to 
a 'figure-'O:rie~$b,.t I • The poweIj: L"l,;a~ of .such a slot over an isotf,9Pic 
source is ,approXimately 5·5 db. ,::>, whereas that· ofaX/2 dipole·· 
is 2.1 db. The greater power gain of the slot . compared with the 
dipole is partly due to the directional horizontal polar diagram, and 
advantage Ca.rll",ot be taken of this when a circular borizontal diagram 
is required. 

5.1.2 . Rings of Slots 

Enclosure of one side of·a vertical slot by a semi-cylindrical 
box of }..j4. radius converts. the horizontal diagram into a cardioid. 
A vertical slot in one face of a triangular vertical mast clothed in 
wire-netting gives a similar diagram. Three such slots, one in each 
face, fed in phase giv~ a very close appro~ation to a circular 
horizontal diag1"aln for mast sides up to 5' 6" for frequencies up to 
108 MC/s, and for mast sides up to 6' 3" for frequencies up' to 95 MC/s. 
Fig. 1 shows a· single stack of such an arrangement of slots. 

Adetailoo experimental investigation of'this ,arrangement was' 
made and reasonably satisfactory results obtained.. It ,'v8.S,·however, 

... eventually abandoned for two reasons. First" the Civil Engineer 
recommended that a cylindrical structure would b~ more suitable on 
mechanical grounds; second, it was considered that with the necessary 
feeder system for both the FM and television aerials in position there 

'. Would be insufficient Climbing room inside a mast limited to a side 
, dimens ion of j I 6" • 

A single vertical slot in a vertical cylindrical conducting mast 
gives an approximately circular horizontal diagr-am over the FM band for 
cylinder diameters belOW' 1 18"7,8,9. illncrican FM aer~~ls consisting of 
a single slot use cylinders of diameters between 167'2' . and 19". As . 
the dia..."Ueter increases above this latter value, the horizontal diagram 
gradually changes to a cardioid. As a relative~ large diameter mast 
Was consiaered essential for our purpose, it became necessary to use 
a ring of slots, appropriately driven,instead of the single slot 
which is perndssible for small diameter masts. 

\ 
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Three vertical slots spaced 1200 , fed in phase, in the surface of 
a vertical qylinder give a ~ubstantially circular ~orizontal. dia~m 
for diameters up to 41. Above this· diameter a t 'clover-leaf I horizontal 
diagram develops. 

Four vertical slots at 900
, as shown in Fig. 2, give a very good 

approximation to a circular horizontal diagram up to a cylinder diameter 
of 6', after which the diagram becomes iITegular owing to internal 
'waveguide resonance' inside the cylinder. If this is suppressed by 
internal screening partitions, good horizontal ~agrams are obtained 
up to a cylinder diameter of 8'. A single stack of the arrangement is 
ShovID in Fig. 3 .. 

The horizontal diagrams are substantially independent of slot 
length 'and width.' 

The lower power gain to be expected from a ring of elements, compared 
with that of a single element, shows itself as a broadening of the vertical 
polar diagram. There is a similar reduction in gain due to the use of 
slots in ring formation, but this m~,be offset by using slots greater 
than t../2 in length. . . . ' 

Measurements have been made of the sharpening of the vertical polar 
diagra.'1l, due to stacking, of up to eight t../2· vertical slots in a 
rectangular sheet. A theoretical investigation indicated an optimunl 
vertical spacing of t.., and this has bee~ confirmed. A measured increase 
of 8-5 db~ for eight t../2 slots at t.. spacing, ove~ one t../2 slot, has been 
obtained; the theoretical increase is 9 db, The free-space field 
strength vertical polar diagralll for this arrangement falls to half 
amplitude at ± 50 from the horizontal. 

Slots longer than 'A./2 give slightly increa.sed power gain per stack; 
fortunately, slots as ~long ~ mechanically feasible are desirable as 
they result in the greatest bandvddth. It has been decided to speci~ 
slots 8' long, i.e. O· 75t.. at mid-bnnd frequency (sce Section 5.3). 

5.2 Measurements on 1iY11-Scale Aerials 

Measurements' on full-scale aerials were connnenced using the 
triangular structure referred to in Section, 5.1.2. 

, A ring of three ver~~cal slots was built up on a triangular wooden 
framework covered "vi th 7"2 mesh galvanised wire-netting, and experiments 
confirmed the horizontal polar diagrems obtained from models. , Radial 
stay vr:res supporting the mast are'not found to have de~ectableeffects 
on polar diagram or power gain even when close to the 'slots; mast stays 
in one continuous length have therefore been accepted. . 
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The current distribution betvveen the feed-pointson both the. 
outside and the inside of the vr.i.re-netting has been explored by means 
of a small magnetic pick-up device cot!prising screened loop, crystal, 
and microammeter. On the outer surface the main current flow is 
round the ends of the slots, although some current flows be~veen 
adjacent slots. On the inner surface, most of the ourrent f1ov1S 
between adjaoent slots, forming a horizontal heavy current loop. 

These measurements were undertaken to decide what degree of 
skeletonisation of the mast struoture WciS permissible; they were 
abandoned when the Civil Engineer recommended that continuous sheets 
should be use,d for the FM portion of the mast. 

Experiments' on full-scale aerials were later continued on 
cylindrical structures, with the introduction of modifications based 
on the results of' subsequent tests. For clarity, these ,measurements 
will be described in Seotion 5.4, the intervening tests which guided 
the development being first described. . 

5.3 Impedance Measurcment~ on Model"..nn. Pull-Scale Aerials 

Having established the ~neral form of an arr~ to give suitable 
po~ar diagram and power gain, attention was then ooncentrated on the 
development of an aerial having a sui table impede.nce and bandwidth • 

.A valuable guide to slot inl.pedance
5
is given by Baoker' s theory of 

complementary slot and dipole radiators. In particular, a slot cut 
from an inf'ini te 'conducting sheet has the sarJlp. first resonant frequen9Y 
and bandwidth as the dipole formed by the cut-away portion. Further, . 
its resonant impedance is related to that of the dipole by the ' 
:expression: 

where ~s' Zd are the slot and dipole i~U1pedances respectively, and Zo is 
the intrinsio impedance of the medium, and is ,equal to 377 ol:"!ms for air. 

The reso:rie.nt impedanoe of a half-wave dipole is usually taken as 
73 ohms, and ohanges very little vvith dipole diameter, 

whence Zs =' 485 ohms, and is little affeoted by slot. width. 

In general, the parallel conductanoe and susceptonce of , a slot 
vary with frequency in a very similar manner to the s~ries resistanoe 
and reactanoe of a dipole. Thus many useful conolusions may be drawn 
regarding slots by analogy with the more familiar properties of dipoles& 
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When the back of the slot is enclosed or "boxed", the resonant 
frequency and impedance are altered. For enclosure dimensions less 
than 'A./4, the resonant length of the slot at a given frequencY,is 
increased, and the resonant resistance of a wide slot rises to the 
neighbourhood of 600 ohms. 

The bandv:idth of a slot is reduced by "boxing" as the "radiation 
conductance l1 is halved, while the slope of the susceptance-frequency 
curve is little altered. On the other hand, "boxingll raises the 
resonant frequency, and so makes the use of longer slots permissible. 
These tvvo effects to a large extent cancel each other,. and the 
bandwidth of a narrow boxed slot is approximately the same as that of 
a normal slot. 

The above theoretical considerations have been used in design 
and confirmed, exper:imentally -throughout the sequence of' experiments, 
the results of which are ghren belOiV. 

Measurements on ). model slot in a' fla t sheet have confirmed that 
, bandwidth increases (by analogy wi th I fat' dipoles) as the slot is 

widened, ,and have shovvn that the bandwidth decreases when flanges are 
fitted to ,edge of the slot. On this basis,' a width oflO n was chosen 
as a basis for experiment. 

Preliminary measurements in the 90 l'Ic/s bp.ro' on a full-scale 
tl:'iangle of three 10" wide slots, during'the development of the 90 Mcls 
standing-wave indicator (sce Section 3.2), indicated that elements 
having bandwidths of the order of 2·5 Mcls were obtainable, and 
capable of inter00nnection by relatively simple feeders to give a 
somewhat greater stack bandwidth. Throughcut this report the band'Nidth 
is takel ... to be that corresponding to a standing-wave ratio not 
exceeding 1·1 : 1. 

As a result of discussion with the Civil Engineer, attention was 
transferred to cylindrical structure,s of 5' diameter and upwards, in 
which four slots at 900 would be required. 

Impedance measurement at 400 MC/s had by then attained sufficient 
accuracy to penidt the major part of the investigatiqn to continue 
using small-scale models, the normal sequence of operation being to 
study the impedance variations '\vi th diIDensions on a model aerial until 
optimum dimension8 were obtained, and then to construct a full-scale 
version to confirm and to increase the accuracy of the impedance 
measurements. By this means the prohibi ti ve delays of continual 
major ch;mges to a structure some 11 f high X 6' diameter were avoided. 

I 
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All measurements on triangular and cylindrical full-scale and model 
aerials have demonstrated that element bandwidth increases almost 
proportionally to slot length, ivi thin the r~ge of lengths permissible 
for \ vertical separation of stacks. The maximum length regarded as 
permissible by the Civil Engineer on mechanioal grounds is 8', and this 
has been used wherever possible., 

Impedan~e measurements on 4 suoh slots, fed in phase in an empty 
cylinder, showed the approaohing 'waveguide res~nanoet had a disturbing 
ef.feot on the bandwidth at oylinder diameters above 5'. At a oylinder 
diameter of 6', for instance, it was found neoessary to reduoe the slot 
length from 8' to 61 6" in order to preserve resonanoe. 

In view of the unsatisfactory results for large cylinder diameters, 
attention was tUlned to means of using long boxed slots in large' 
oylinders without undesirable internal resonance effeots. This 
arrangement had 'Che additional advantage that it provided a central 
dead space for feeders, cables, olimbing eto. 

Measurements vmre continued on a oylindrioal mast, oontaining 4 slots 
with a screened square seotion, each ~ideof whioh formed the back of a 
box for individual slots. Unfortunately, the required size of box is 
such as to produoe D. central square of only 3 f 6" in a 6' fnast, whioh is 
not,oonsidered large' enough for olimbing in the presence of: feeder ' 
sys terns. For mas t sizes of 6 t 6" upwards, the mo.:::imum oen tral space 
becomes the insoribodsquare' of the oylinder (e.g. 4'611 square in a 
6 I 6" diome ter most). . 

It thus appears that a sui table cylindrical 4 slot aerial can be 
designed vd th good bandwidth for diameters up to 5' using an empty 
oylinder, or for diarneters between 6'6" and 8' using .four boxes. 
Various simpler arrangements, e.g. two bo~ed slots in phase, antiphase 
or quadrature feed hnve been investigated, but do not give satisfaotory 
horizontal polar diagrams. 

If 4 boxe1 slots, as shovm in Fig. 3, are used, tvfO methods of 
oonstruotion are possible. In one the slotted oylindrical surfaoe is 
designed to ta~e the full weight of the structure, and the internal 
partitions can be relatively light. In the other the internal square 
stJ;ucture is deRigned as a conventional lattioe mast and used to support 
a. comparatively light cylindrioal outer portion. The former type of 
oons truot ion was considered preferable by the Civil Engineer, and has 
accordinglY,been specified. 

As a result of this deoision, skeletonising of the internal soreens 
was investigated, and a theoretioal treatment based on the field 

, impedance of an infinite grid has been oonfirmed experimentally. The 
boxes may be skeletonised to eight 111 - 2" diamet.er horizontal bars at 
It vertioal spaCing without appreoiable ch.:'Ulge in the slot impedDnoe. 
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It is found that a ske1etonised box is equivalent to a complete box 
of somevv-hat larger cross-sectional area, owing to the field tbu1gingf 
through the b8.rs to a mean dis tance of the order cif two or, three 
inches. This permits a larger central space for the same effective 
box area. I 

It appears that a structure of the type proposed may produce a 
variety of organ-pipe and aeo1ian sounds when subjected to winds at 
the top of a ~st. For this reason, and for the obvious advantages 
of protecting the whole system frOM- the weather, complete enclosure 
of the cylinder has been proposed. - This involves covering the slots 
'\'Vith insulating 'windows t • Of the various materials conside~~d, 
Perspex appears the best choice. The electrical effects of 12 ~hick 
Perspex windows have been measured; the resonant frequency of the 
slot is lowered slightly, but the bandwidth is not appreciably affected~ 

.Any such self-supporting cylindrical structure may re'lui.re, on 
mechanical grounds, s tiffeuing round the edge of the slots. The 
stiffening causes a reduction in the bandwidth, so that its thickness 
should be kept to the m:i.nintum. T~ti.s r·Jductiori can be compensated to 
some extent by widening the slot, and a width of 12" has been chosen 
as a suitable compromise. 

Adjustment of the slot resonant frequency by change of slot or 
box d~~nsions would be inconvenient, ~n other methods have been 
devised. This control may be realised by means of short -additional 
flanges, adjustable in spacing. One convenient method is to use an 
adjustable capacity acros,S the slot at the feed-point~ and one other 
intermediate between the feed-point and the end of the slot. This 
permi ts of separate adjustments to the slot conductance and susceptance. 
These cc..pacities may take the form of short flanges, about 6" deep, 
one connected to each side of the slot, the spacing being adjustable. 

The power gain of a stack of cylindrical units whose evolution 
has been described above, will depend; in addition to the vertical 
polar diagt'am of each unit, on the mutual impedance between tiers • 

.An indication of the magnitude of this mutu'al impedance has been 
obtained by supporting a model single stack unit at the maximum 
convenient height above ~ound, measuring its impedance, then placing 
it on a metallic earth plane some 4A square, and again measuring the 

. impedance 0' The c.ifference between the two measurements gives the 
mutual jrfipedance between the model and its image. No significant 
change was detectable, so that the mutual impedance must be small. 
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5.4 PrpEerties of Final,Element 

A desoription and propertion of the aerial ur!it trlus evolved to 
meet the requirements outlli.ed in Section 1 are given below and 
illustrated in Fig. 4. Eight such units 'Will be stacked to form the 
complete aerial, \Vhichvr.ill occupy the top 90' of the mast structure. 

The aerial unit comprises a cylinder of continuous conducting 
material lOt 6" high~ having an internal diameter of between 6'6" and 
7' ott, in which are cut 4 uniforrnly spaced vertical slots, 8 f high X 

12" 'Wide., ,The edges of the slots may be stiffened for"mechanical 
reasons by aC1,q.itional conducting members to a mro..'"imum thickness o~:I.72t., 
The slot a;pertures are closed by flush-fittj.ng flat Perspex sheets"~: :. 
approximately J,-2. thick. The slots are 'boxed' internally by four 
sets of eight straight horizontal conduoting bars, 1" - 2" diameter, 

,at 12" vertical spaCing, forming a central screene,d square portion 
inside the cylinder. The distance betvleen the edge of the slot 
(neglecting stiffening plates) and the nearest . part of the screen is 
11" for a cylinder diameter of 616", increasing uniformly to 14" for 
a cylinder diameter of 7'. The mini,l1um internal climbing space wilL 
therefore be 4'4" square. ' 

The screening bars maybe used at the discretion of the mast 
contractor for stiffening the walls of the enclosed structure; they 
will also serve as a ladder over this section of the mast. 

The measured horizontal polar diagrems of this unit are shovVn in 
Fig. 5 correspon.:1ing to the extreme f'requencies of the l!',M band (87·5 and 
95 Mc/a),' and for 108 :Mc/s. The field is uniform within ± 1.2 db; part 
of this deviation is due to asymmetry of the prlar diagrams, which is 
attributed. to mechanical imperfections kno'~ to exist in the model. It 
is considered tha,t an accurately constructed aerial will radiate a field 
which is uniform to within t 0·5 db •. up to 108 MC/s. 

The correspondipg measured vertical polar diagrams are shovm in 
Figs. 6 and 7. The power gain over an isotropic source, computed from 
these polar diagrams and referred to the mean of the horizon tal polar . 
diagrams, is 1·8 db. at 87·5 Mc/s, 2.3 db. at 95 HC/s, and. 2·7 db. at 
108 MC/s. The mean value at the mid-band frequency of 91·2 MC/s is 
2·1 db., i.e. a single stack has a power gain equivalent to a single 
~/2 dipole in the direction of maximum radiation. ' 

At f'requencies within the FM band, both horizontal and vertical 
polar diagrams are in shape intermediate between those shovm in Figs. 
5 - 7 for 87·5 and 95 Mc/s. ' 

For a stack of eight units, the povrer gain will be increased by 
approxima tely 9 db., since the mutual impedance between stacks is known 
to be small. Consideration of the calculated array polar diagram, 
based upon the measured polar di8.L~ams of ,a single unit, indicates that 
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such mutual impedanoe os does exist will.slightly increase the power 
gain of the array and reduce its depenclence on that of the unit. The 
predicte~ mean power gain of the proposed array, 'assuming that all 
slots are fed in phase with equal power, and negleoting ohmio .losses, 
is 11·7 db. between 87·5 MC/s nnd 95 1:1o/s, diminishing to 11·5 db. at 
108 MO/s. This is the ideal gain, assuming a perfeot feeder system; 

, vvith the proposed arrangement of feeders it is expected that the gain 
will exoeed 10 db. at all frequencies within the operating frequenqy 
band. 

Fig. 8 shows the predicted .vertical polar diagram, at 91-2 ~,ic/s, 
the mid-band frequenoy of the oompl~te aerial,_ based upon the measured 
vertical polar diagram of a single stack. . 

Fig" 9 show'S the variation of aamittanoe with frequenoy for each 
slot when all four of a staok are fed in phase • Sinoe there are many 
reoiproc8.l relations between slots and dipoles, it, is more convenient, 
as. in tl:).e figure, to plot oonductance and st:.sceptance for slots. The 

. resonant frequency may- be £'.ltered by capacitance loading, as described 
in Seotion 5.3, with the consequent admittance variation shown in 
F1g~ 9~ , 

A~ials having an a&nittance charaoteristio of this type would 
norm~llY bematohed by adding a parallel capaoity to tune the, slot, and 
driving it by means of a matched feeder. IV e will define the band:wid th 
of this arrangement al} the total frequenoy range over whioh the standing
wave ratio dCf~s not exceed 1.1 : 1, on the connecting feeder. 

" For the mid-band frequel!;cy of 91.2 :Mc/s, the total bandvvidth is 
1·8 MC/s. This figure applies to the minimum cylinder diameter 
specified, IlNIlelY 6',611 , and will be somewhat greater if a larger value 
is, chosen by the mast contractor. 

To increase the bandwidth further it is nece~sary to e~ploy some 
form of reactance compensation in the feeder system, and t~s is 
discussed i~ Section 6. 

FEEDER SYST:PJM 

6.1 Methods of Improvina the Bandwidth 

Since the bandwidth of the element described in Section 5.4 is only 
'1-8 MC/S, while the aerial is required to cover a band of at least 4 MC/s 
without changing the matchingoonditions, the feeder system must be 
designed to compensate for the variation of the aerial impedance vvith 
'frequency. 

Ideally, the impedance presented to the main feeder shoUld be a· 
constant pure resistance. .An approach to tbis ideal condition, over a 
limited frequency band, m~ be achieved by arranging that the input 
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impedance is a pure resis tance of the required magnitude at the mid-bnnd 
frequency, and. that the first derivatives with respect to frequency of 
both resistance' nnd reactance, are zero~ For exomple, the resistance 
may be passing through a min:imum, and the reactance through a point of 
inflection. ' 

This condition may be described as, 11 first order compensation", and 
although With more elaborate feeder systems better compensation may be 
possible, it is not considered. necessary in th0 case under consideration. 

Two ,methods of achieving first order compensation will be cons:i.dered: 
susceptari.ce, C'ompensation and reactance compensation; 'the compeilsatihg 
netvrork is effectively in parallel with the feeder in the first case and 
in ~eries in the second case. 

6.2 Susceptance Compensation 

A point in the feeder system is chosen \1t 'which the conductance is 
stationary, and the susceptance has '~ negative slope with increasing 
frequency. A reactive net\vork having an equal and opposite susceptance 
slope is then shunted across the feeder. 

This method maY conveniently be applied if individual slots are 
driven by balanced feeders; measurements have been carried out on a 
full-scale model ofa single ste.ck of ;ID aerial sinilar to that described 
in Section 5.4, andcompensa.ted in this way. The fo~ slots were 
branch-fed frOIt., a main foeuer passing along the axis of the cylinder, by 
means of two short 300 ohm balanced transmission lines, each of 'which 
branched into two 600 ohm lines feeding a pair of adjacent slots. This 
system was designed to give the required stationary conductance and 
negative susceptance Elope at the junction betvreen the 300 ohm and 600 ohm 
lines, where a short-circuited quarter-wave stub was connected in shunt. 
Thus two stubs per stack were necessary, each constructed fI'dln parallel... "e 
plate feeder ,having a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. 

This ccmparatively ,~:i.mple system gave a bandWidth of 7:Mc/s., but the 
input impedance to a single stack, 170 ohm's, was not convenient for 
balanced tra:o.smission lines" A sli,:shtly more complicated arrangement; 
involving tapping the main transmission line down the compensating stubs, 
gave the same bandwidth vdih an ,input impedance of 400 ohms per 'stack~ 

In order' to obtain'susceptance compensation without using physioally 
inconven~ent feeder lengths, each slot should resonate' n~ar the lowest 
frequenqy of the band to be covered. This necessitates the capacitance 
loading described in Section 5.3. 
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Al though a satisfactol:"lJ bandwidth was obtained with this arrangement 
it was considered undesirable for tvvo reasons it First, it involved tappi...'1.g 
down the compensating stubs, which nieans that a large part of the inrlCr· 
square section of the mast is occupied by feeders, and thus made climbing 
difficult. Second, although a balanced feeder system offers some 
advantages in flexibility, it was considered that a concentric slot feeder 
system would be less liable to drunage and to variations due to weather 
conai tions. For this reason attention was next turned to reactance 
compensated folded slots, which can be used ~n conjQnction vdth concentric 
feeders. 

6.3 Reaotance Conip'ensat:i.:..9!! 

In principle'this resembles suscepta:nce compensation, but instead of 
a stationary conductance and a negative susceptance slope, a station~ 
series resistance and a negative reactance slope are required. By 
connecting in series with the load a network whose reactance slope is 
equal and opposite to that of the load, the frequency derivative of the 
impedance is reduced ~~o zero. 

If, instead of the slot admittance 6f the final element shown in 
Fig. 9, the slot impedance is plotted, it is found that this satisfies 
the requirements for reactance compensation, provided that the slot is 
arranged to resonate at a frequency slightly above the band in which it is 
to be compensated. 

Although reactanc~ compensation of each slot in the way indicated 
above is pOSSible, it is not convenie~lt in practice, and if open-wire . 
feeders were to be used, susceptance compensation would be preferred. 
However, if coax:i..al feeders are to be used, the most convenient method of 
obtaining the low input impedance required is by means of folded slots •. 
At the s~e tirne, a development of the folded. slot enables reactance 
compensation to be achieved. 

H.G. Booker has derived a relationship between slot aerials and 
complementa~y strip aerials5. 1~ an application of this relationship 
he suggested a folded slot, being the slot analugue of the more familiar 
folded dipole. 

Referring to Fig. 10, vihich shows a slot having a pair of input \ 
terminals (1) and (3), let PQ represent some arrangement of cond';lctors 
lying in the longitudinal plane of symmetry of the slot, and havlllg a 
terminal (2) located betvreert (1) ~1 (3). It is assumed that PQ would 
not a::'fect the properties of the slot if this were driven in the nonna1 
manner, i.e. between terminals (1) and (3). '. 

Let Z be the impedance between terminals (2) and (3) (Fig. lOa); 
Za tIle impedance of .the simple slot (Fig. lOb), and ~ the impedance 
between terminal (2) Dnd the other two when these are connnoned (Fig. 10c)! 
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It may be shoWn that:' 

Z 

It follows· that if ~ is a pure reactance and can be made to have a 
reactance-frequency slope opposite to that of Z , a wide-band folded 
slot is obtained. The arrangement of Fig. 10aais therefore driven 
between terminals (2) and (.3), with the proviso that PQ satisfies the 
following candi tions: - . . 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

It would not affect the behaviour of the slot if this 
were fed in .the normal manner. Considerations of 
symmetry show that this will apply if PQ does not 
occupy an appreciable proportion of the total slot width. 

Zb is 'a pure reactance having a positive slope equal to 
one-quarter of the negative slope of the slot reactance. 

At the mid-band frequency t 11e reactance is opposite in 
sign to, and equal .in magnitude to one":quarter of the 
reaotance of the slot. 

The input resistanoe 'will then equal one-quarter of that of the simple 
slot, Le. about 150 ohms, a value which is convenient for ooaxial 
feeding. 

A method of ree .. lising a two-tenninal network having zero rosistan.ce 
at a cl?osen frequency, and a high positive reactanoe slope, is shown in 
Fig. lla~ Two quarter-wave transmission line sections are conneoted in 
cas oade , one being short-oircuited. If the charaoteristic impedance of 
the input seotion is Zl, while that of the other section is Z2, the slope 
of the input reactance is proportional to:-

Zl (1 + Z1Z2) 

w~ch may be increased ei thar by increasing Zl or reducing Z2. Fig. 11b 
illustrates the application of this prinCiple to a folded slot. The high 
impedance transrrd.ssion line section is fonned by a rod lying in the 
longitudinal plane of symmetry of the slot. The end of this rod is 
connected to a quarter-wave shorl-oircui ted stub,constructed from 
coaxial transmission line. Choosing the characteristic impedance of this 
stub to, be s:uffi:Jient1y 10w,Zb in Fig.' 10c may be given a sufficiently 
high reactance-frequency slope.. / 
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6.4 Folded Slots: Development of Proposed Elemen;t 

Fig. 12 shows the folded slot evolved experimentally for the Wrotham 
FM aerial~ A rod, ~ in diameter, lying':in the longitudinal plane of 
symmetry of t~e slot, is connected to a short-circuited quarter-wave 
coaxial transmission line stub. The Jther end of the rod is connected 
to the inner conductor of the driving feeder, whose outer conductor is 
bonded to the inner surface of the cylindrical mast. 

"In the pr8sence of the PeJ:'spex w:indow and of the lips stiffening 
the slot edges, the characteristic impedance of the rod in the slot is 
approximately 150 ohms. Reactance compensation was achieved when the 
characteris{-;ic impedance of the ~tub was approximately 30 ohms. The 
mid-band reactance was then made zero by adjusting the length of the stub. 

In order to make the stationary maximum value of the :input resistance 
occur near to the centre of the PM band, it was necessary to shorten the 
slot by approximately 11. This was done by means of a copper sheet, 
having a triangular projection which acts as a support for the stub and 
reduces the inductance inserted in series with the stub by its projection 
into the slot. A similar triangular projection from the centre of one 
edge of the slot supports the' input feeder. 

The input feeder, which runs along the inner surface of the cylinder, 
could 18ave this surface at any point of zero potential. In order to 
carry out impedance measurements on open-vvire balanced feeders, two 
coaxial feea.e,."s driving adjacent slots were led horizontally 'from the 
slot edges to a pnnt raid-way between them, where they were connected to 
a balanced feeder ~ 

Fig. 13 shows the impedance of e. single folded slot, in the, presence 
of the three others driven in phase, as a function of frequency. A 
fUrther small change in the stub length would enable the mid-band 
reactance to be adjusted for optimum bandwidth. The bandvvidth for a 
standing-wave ratio of 1.1 : 1 would th~n be 6-8 MC/s (88·7 ~ 95-5 MC/s) 
assuming tl.1.e: characteristic impedance of the feeders to be 157 ohus. 
The centre 'of this pand is 1 Mcls above that of the FM band, but this 
could be cdrrected Qy a slight change in the size of the copper sheet 
supporting the 30 ohm stub. 

It was not considered worth while to spend the time required to 
adjust the aerial exactly to give the optimum match over the FM band for 
given feeders, since the resulting changes in the impedance vvould be of 

,the same order as the errors of the present method of measurement. 
Moreover, the mast design has not yet been finalised. 
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Experiments were carried out on a small-scale model to estimate 
any loss of po,ver which might result from the radiation of 'll..."1.we.nted 
vertically polarised 'Il!Taves frOLl the quarter-wave rod.s. It was found 
that not more than 2% of the total power is lost in this way, and the 
accuracy of· mea3urement was not sufficien'b to decide whether this may; 
be due to the folded slots or to stray r3.diation from other part,S of 
the aerial system., . . 

6 • .5 Methods of Oommoning Eiaht Slots 

Topl:>~ai,n the maximum povrer gain, the eight slots must be f(7d.,vyith 
currents'iliphase and of the same 8ll1pli tuoo'. It is only possib1:e':t6: . 
achieve this 'exactly over a finite frequency br.nd by branch feeding, as 
'Ulustrated ,in Fie. l4a.The equality of amplitude and phase 'Will thon 
hold at any frequency, and the stanJ.ing-wave ratio on the raain feeder 
will be equal to that on a branch feeder supplying a single stack. 

'VVhere the band to be covered is sufficiently narrow, and some loss 
of gain can be accepted at the extreme frequencies, either of the . 
methods illustrated in Figs. 14b or ::l.4c m':\.y be USed. At the edges of' 
the beJld, the. stacks will hot be fed in pl~se, and, since matching is 
not perfect, the ,power distribution "viII be unequal, resulting in a 
loss of gain, the loss being greater for the method of Fig. 140. The 
loss of gain at the .extreme frequencies is accompanied by a slight 
improvomellt in the standing-wave ratio on the ma.i::'l feeder, over that 
obtained by branch feeding. 

The methods of Figs. l4b and 140 r6quiro the effective length of 
too interstack feeders to be one wavelength at the mid-band frequency. 
The physical length of these feede::..~s was fixecl at 10' 6" when the mast 
yvas specified. Assuming a velocity constant of 99%, the intcrstack 
feeders will, be one wa.velength long at 93 MC/::;. For the band 87·5 -
95 :Mc/s, centred a.t 91-25 Mc/s, there would be s.ameadvantage, but not _ 
a great one, if these feeders cantainecl more solid dieleptric than is ,., 
essential for the mechanical support of the inner conductor, in order to 
reduce the velocity constant to 977~. . 

In Fig. J5 the stcnding-wave ratio on the main feeder is plotted 
against frequency for the arrangements of Figs. l4b and 140 _ This was 
calculated from the impedance of a single folded slot as plotted in 
Fig. 13, assuming the reactanoe of this to be decreased (algebraically) 
Qv 13 ohms. As alreaqy mentioned above, a better match over the FM band 
could be obtained by slightly reducing the plate which supports the 
reacta.nce correctiIlg stubs, which effectively shortens the slots. This 
may be arranged in order to move the curves of Fig. 15 to the left by 
1 MC/Se 
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Fig. 16 showsthc calculated reduction of power gain belOVIT the 
optimum arrongcment of J.i"'ig. 140, due to mispb..asing and unequal power 
distribution. Curve (a) applies for the method of Fig. l~b, and 
curve (b) is the corresponding curve for the method of Fig. 140. 

Should it be necessary to radiate frequencies above 95 :Mc/s in 
the event of the FM band being extended at a later elate, it would be 
possible to modify the slo~s, but the interstack feeder lengths could 
not be altered. Assuming'that the slots are altered to give a 
suitable impedance at the higher working frequency, it is considered 
that the aerial could be used over any band of approximately 5 lViC/s; 
up to 108 }.fc/s, providing the feeder systems of Figs~ . l~a or l~b . 
were used. The arrangement of Fig. 140 would be unso.tisfactory, due 
to the incorrect interstack feeder lengths. As no requirements exist 
for covering -f;he extended frequenoy band, it is not proposed at present 
to do any experimental work to detonnine the preCise modifications 
necessary to make this possible. 

Vrhichever of the feeder systems of Figs. l~b and 140 is chosen, 
there are three metho&:! of feeding the individual slots:-

(ii) 

(iii) 

The four slots of each stack could be commoned, and the 
eight stacks, fed by one of themethoels of Fig. l~. 

Pairs of adjacent slots could be cummoned, andeuch set 
of eight pairs, one above the other, fed by one of the 
methods of Fig. l~. The two inputs would then be 
commoned at the centre of the aerial. 

Each of four sets of eight slots, one above the other, 
could be fed by one of the methods of Fig. 14, and the 
four' inputs cmmnoned at the centre of the aerial. 

If balanced feeders 'lJvore to be used any of these methods would be 
mechanically convenient. For unbalanced feeders, Which would be used 
With folded slots, method (iii) is considered preferable for the non
branched feeders, since each feeder must approach the corresponding slot 
from the same side. Paralleling of slots at each stack level would not 
result in any saving in the length of the feeder system, and \~uld be 
much more complicated than methoc} (iii). With branch feeding (Fig. l~a), 
on the other Ck.-md, an'.f of the methods given above could be used; itis 
proposed to decide the arrangement to be used in consultation with the 
feeder system sub-contractors, :Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Oompany Ltd. 

For the interstack feede+, the arrangement of Fig. l~b is preferred, 
as it represents a reasonable comprcrnise between complexity, tolerance 
in adjustment, and flexibility in extending the frequency range at a 
later date, should tbis be necessary. 
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7. POWER HANDLING Cf.PACITY OF THE .A}JRIllL llND FEEDER SysiBM 
~ -

The figures quoted below apply to the folded slots described 
in Section 6.4 and are based upon three transmissions, each of 25 kW. 
When considering voltage, due account :l.s taken of the fact that all 
three transmisnions will periodically come into phase. 

The electric fields in the vicinity ofa slot may be regarded 
as made up of ~vo components, associated respoctively vdth:-

(i), 11. potenti.al difference between the slot edges. This P.D. 
is a maximum at the centre of the slot, 'diminishing" 
approximately sinusoidally to zero at the ends. 

(ii) A potential difference between the longitudinal quarter
wave rod and the body of the cylinder, including the 
slut edges. This P .D. is 3!'eatest at "i;hejunction of 
the rod with the stub, diminishing approximately 
sinusoidally to zero at t;he driving point. 

The peak P.D. across the ~lot is appr~~tely 3 KV, which is 
quite small in view of the 12" slot width, and the peak P.D. between 
the central rod and slot is 2.5 KV. The peak P.D. in the dri vine 
feeder 'V'ill be 1·5 RV, and whichever of the feeder systems of Fig. 14 
is used, this will remain unaltered by tDe canmoning of slots, so long 
as the chara.c.lver~,stic impedance is always decreased to maintain the 
matched condition. 

The maximum current will flow at the shurl-circuited end of each 
stub and will be approximately 20 amps. R.U.S. 

8. SU.MMiillY OF PRESENT POS ITION 

The invitations to tender for a mast incorporating the slot aerial 
system described in this report were issued by the Civil Engineer in 
March, 1948; replies to this invitation have now been received and are 
being considered. The only modification since the specification Was 
wri tten is tbe addition of Perspex w:indmvs to close the slots. This 
will have the effect of protecting the aerial and feeder system from / 
ra,in and ice, whilst at the same time aamitting the maximum amount ot: ( 
light. These windoW's should be fitted in such a manner that as little,,' 
additional metal as possible is used in the vicinity of the slots., 

YV'hen the mast contractor has produced 'an approved design it may 
be necessary to construct a single stack full-scale model, in order to 
,check the impedance of the slot in the final structure.' It will also 
be necessary to provide some means of controlling the resistance and 

.' reactance of the slots, in order to match to the connecting feeder. 
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Finally, the interstack feeder system must be designed, and 
tested. The mast contractor is required to erect four stacks of 
the aerial for tests and adjustment. This V'[ork will be carried out 
by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limi ted t who will be responsible 
for all work nescribed ·in this Section of the report. 

9. JroRTHER TJORK 

While the work listed in Section 8 proceeds, it is proposed to 
reconsider the whole problem, ,including the use of other types of 
aeria~, in relation to the design of future stations. 

At some future sites a lowel' aer~al power gain may be permissible 
or a televiE'ion aerial may not be required on the same mast. In some 
instances, aerial systems having a.directional horizontal polar diagram 
may be required, In at least som~ of these cases a simpler and less 
expensive aerial could be enployed. 

Aconsiderat:ton of these alternative types of aerial will form the 
subject of a further report. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

The work deecribpd in this report provides a basis of design for 
a ~i aerial which has satisfactory electrical and mechanical characteristics 
for the Wrotha~ and Sutton Coldfield stations. 

ApprOXimate dimensions and the preferred form of feeder system have 
been determined, but further work needs to be carried out before the 
design can be finalised. In particular, the engineering of the feeder 
system and the means for controlling the slot impedance needs further 
investigation. The aerial sub-contractors, Marconi 1 S Wireless Telegraph 
Company L:iJl1ited, will be responsible for this work. 

,it !A;,1i{ ; 
H1?;tM. (H. L. Kirke)' 
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